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Rationale:

Implementation of a common literacy resource and strengthening core
instruction has been a focus, but students are still not demonstrating growth in
ways that are closing our achievement gap.

*Data compiled from the state Achievement Index with a scale of ten.
(10.0=Highest level of growth and 1.0=lowest)

In support of equity and
struggling readers at NonTitle Schools we have added
.4 LAP FTE to each
elementary school; however
without a systematic
approach the impact is
limited. During the 20132014 school year 70.4% of
students with intervention
demonstrated a year or less
than a year’s growth even
with the added intervention
support. 29.6% of students
receiving intervention
demonstrated the expected
accelerated growth.
As a system we continue to hover in the 70-80% Passing rate in reading. Without
a systematic approach to support, this trend will continue.

Defining and Describing RtI
Following a review of many different resources, collaboration and revisions, the following definitions and key components
are recommended as the common language to develop common understandings of RtI in the Bellingham School District.

Scientific/Evidence Based:
Definition: Strategies, processes, curricula that are based on research that supports improved student learning.

Tier I

Tier II:

Gap to consider ≤1 year behind
Consider extension when ≤1 year ahead

Tier III:

Gap to consider ≥ 1 year behind

Definition: Tier I provides research
based instruction aligned to the
instructional framework of teaching
and learning for all students. This high
quality core instruction includes
differentiated student support driven
by ongoing evaluated assessment
results.
Key Components:

Definition: Tier II is supplemental small
group instruction aligned to core and
targeted to a specific need for students
who have not responded with
adequate growth in Tier I instruction.

Key Components:

Definition: Tier III provides rigorous
individualized intervention for students
who have not responded with adequate
growth in Tier I and Tier II interventions.
Tier III provides students with the greatest
levels of intervention frequency, intensity
and duration in order for them to access
the core curriculum.
Key Components:

Group Size: ALL (Whole class, small group,1:1)
Frequency: Daily and regularly for small group
and 1:1 as determined by assessment.
Duration: 3-6 week focused units of study,
flexible small group and 1:1, consistently
throughout the year
Instruction delivered by: Certificated teacher
Parent Communication: Formal and informal
(See Parent Communication Menu)

Group Size: 3-5 students
Frequency: 10-30 minutes 2-5x per week
Duration: 3-6 week minimum to test
effectiveness of intervention
Instruction delivered by: classroom teacher
or other teacher or specialist
Parent Communication:
 Conversation with the teacher
 Letter to describe intervention, decision
process, etc.

Group Size: 1-3 students
Frequency: 30+ minutes up to 5x per week
Duration: 6-8 week minimum to test effectiveness
of intervention
Instruction delivered by: Specialists or designed
and monitored by specialists
Parent Communication:
 Progress, intervention and home support is
communicated by specialist and/or classroom
teacher.

Systematic Assessment
Definition (What): Systematic assessment begins with the use of a universal screener administered during specific scheduled intervals and/or
point of entry which leads to more comprehensive, diagnostic assessment for students not making adequate progress. The data collected is
used to determine next steps.
Key Components:

Universal Screen

Diagnostic

Definition

An assessment
used to identify the
students who are at
risk for learning
difficulties.

Using intentionally selected tools at regular intervals to
determine how well a student is responding to instruction

Group Size

All students Fall

Assessment designed to
identify the causes of
specific student areas of
growth, with intent to
guide or modify instruction
or to design differentiated
instruction.
1:1

Frequency

Fall, winter, spring

As needed

Duration

Annually

Specified by the tool

Delivered by

Tier I: Regular and on-going formative assessment/classroom
progress monitoring is a key component of differentiated core
instruction. Universal screen is a component of the progress
monitoring in Tier I.
Tier II: Primary reading level=every 3 weeks, Intermediate
reading level=every 6 weeks
Tier III: Determined based on student needs and area of focus
Student is monitored until team determines student is
proficient and able to fully access core instruction without
added Tier II, Tier III
Teacher teaching the student monitors their progress

Classroom teacher Certificated teachers
and/or support
 Universal RtI letter sent home to all families prior to Fall screening.
 Data in Skyward and accessible K-12
 Individualized RtI Entry/Exit, progress monitoring or Tier changes (celebrations and/or concerns)
 Instructional plans and goals

Communication
with Parents

Progress Monitoring

Often 1:1 (tool dependent)

Response to Intervention: High Expectations for All

Tier I: Differentiated Core Instruction and Universal Screen
Universal Screening Assessment
Fall and upon entry

Below Expectations
Confirm participation in differentiated
core instruction and:
 Diagnostic reading assessment.
 Determine best Tier II approach and/or
resource.

At or Above Expectations:
Continue w/differentiated
core instruction.

Parent communication
Select appropriate intervention from
“menu” of recommended Tier II
approaches/resources.

Advanced and HCP Learners Above
Expectations:
Continue differentiated core instruction
and:
 Determine best Tier II approach and/or
resource.

Parent communication
Select appropriate intervention from
“menu” of recommended Tier II
approaches/ resources.

All students monitored winter and spring
K=K-Screen, Phonological Awareness and BAS
1=BAS
Title I Schools
2=BAS
3=BAS Fall ALL
3-5th=SRI Fall, Winter, Spring
BAS only if not at standard

Non-Title Schools
2=BAS (only NYAS winter)
3-5th=BAS only if not at standard

See Tier II: Supplemental Intervention

Tier II: Supplemental Intervention

Step 1: Implement
approach in
addition to core
instruction.

Step 2: Monitor progress
toward goal regularly
(based on approach or
resource in use.)
*Parent communication
w/progress

Adequate Progress:
Continue intervention until established goal is met.

Insufficient Progress:
Struggling Learner =
Achievement gap is not closing.

Extending Learner=
Academic rigor is not evident

Determine adjustment to
intervention or alternative
approach/resource.

Determine adjustment to
intervention or alternative
approach

*Adjust intervention before
considering Tier III.

*Adjust intervention before
considering Tier III.

See Tier III: Supplemental Intervention

Tier III: Supplemental Intervention
Step 1: Parent
communication
Select appropriate
intervention from “menu”
of recommended
approaches/resources.

Step 2: Implement
approach in addition to, in
rare instances, core
instruction and Tier II
intervention as deemed
appropriate for the student.

Step 3: Maintain
intervention for at least 6
weeks and/or until
student is demonstrating
sufficient skills to be
successful with Tier I or
both Tier I and Tier II.

Adequate Progress:
Continue intervention until established goal is met.

Step 4: Monitor progress
toward proficiency based
on approach or resource
in use.
*Parent communication
w/progress

Insufficient Progress:

Struggling Learner =
Achievement gap is not closing.

Extending Learner=
Academic rigor is not evident

Determine adjustment to
intervention or alternative
approach/resource.

Determine adjustment to
intervention or alternative
approach

*Adjust intervention before
considering SPED Referral.

*Following implementation and documentation of multiple intervention attempts (Tier II and Tier III) and on-going concerns Special Education referral might
be a consideration.

Menu of Interventions: Struggling Learners Needing Support to Access Core
Literacy Area
Reading

Tier II






Guided Reading Plus
Phrased Text Lessons
Phonemic Awareness Lesson (F&P)
Systematic Sequential Phonics
Back on Track (WRC/Parent volunteers)

Writing



Co-teaching with Units of Study

Speaking and
Listening



ELL Approach

Language





ELL Approach
Language Experience Approach

Tier III








DRA II Word Analysis lessons
Read 180
Leveled Literacy Intervention
Orton Gillingham Multi-sensory approach
Rewards
Ed Mark sight works
One Pagers/mini-lessons

Menu of Interventions: Students Needing Appropriate Challenge
Literacy Area
Reading

Writing

Tier II






Tiered Assignments
Interest Center/Group
Extension Menu
Learning Contracts
Cluster Classroom*

Tier III




Acceleration
Independent Study
Compacting

Speaking and
Listening
Language
*This Tier II approach is recommended for all students identified as HCP in the Bellingham School District

